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RUSCO SCREEN DOOR AND STORM DOOR 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

WOOD B/M STEEL B/M 

1. Measure height of jamb on brickmould 

(latch and hinge sides) 

2. Cut Z-bar to length on jamb sides.  

3. Set door in opening and start by fastening 

hinge side first. Fasten through 

installation holes in face of Z-bar and next 

set gap at header and fasten (GAP 1/8” 

approximately). Remove shipping clips 

from latch sides and fasten. Screws should 

be 1 ¼ #8 Pan Head Robertson.  

4. Fasten Z-bar through the hinge port left 

open in the stainless steel hinge with a 

screw long enough to secure the hinge 

side of the Z-bar from the inside.  

5. Install storm door handle with screws 

provided and screw bottom of outside 

handle.  

6. Mount closure bracket in line with mullion 

above the bottom kick panel, and fasten 

with screws provided in the hardware kit. 

Join closure to bracket using pin and pull 

closure to extend ½” and lock in place 

with lock ring. Fasten closure to door.  

7. Fasten wind chain to top of door. Open 

door to just under 90º, and lock closer so 

you fasten other end of wind chain to 

header of frame using screws provided. 

(Be sure to hold chain tight but do not 

compress spring). Next, fasten spring to 

chain at centre link, and screw the other 

end of chain to the header to hold the 

chain up (fasten towards hinge side). 

8. Set sweep at bottom of door and fasten 

with #8 x 1/2 “ Pan Head Robertson 

screws. (Sweep should be touching sill by 

approximately 1/8”). Sweep to be 

installed on the exterior of the door.  
 

1. Measure the height of the jamb on 

brickmould (latch and hinge sides) 

2. Cut Z-bar to length on jamb sides.  

3. Set door in opening and start by fastening 

hinge side first. Fasten through 

installation holes in face of Z-bar and next 

set gap at header and fasten (GAP 1/8 

approximately). Remove shipping clips 

from latch side and fasten. Screws should 

be 3/4” #8 self-drilling Pan Head 

Robertson. 

4. Fasten Z-bar through the hinge port left 

open in the stainless steel hinge, with a 

screw long enough to secure the hinge 

side of the Z-bar from the inside.  

5. Install storm door handle with screws 

provided and screw bottom of outside 

handle.  

6. Mount closure bracket in line with mullion 

above the bottom kick panel, and fasten 

with screws provided in the hardware kit. 

Join closure to bracket using pin and pull 

closure to extend ½” and lock in place 

with lock ring. Fasten closure to door.  

7. Fasten wind chain to top of door. Open 

door to just under 90º and lock closer so 

you can fasten the other end of wind 

chain to header of frame using screws 

provided. (Be sure to hold chain tight but 

do not compress spring). Next, fasten 

spring to chain at centre link, and screw 

the other end of chain to the header to 

hold the chain up (fasten towards hinge 

side).  

8. Set sweep at bottom of door and fasten 

with #8 x 1/2” Pan Head Robertson 

screws. (Sweep should be touching sill by 

approximately 1/8”). Sweep to be 

installed on the exterior of the door.  
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CLEANING AND CARING FOR 
YOUR NEW RUSCO STEEL SCREEN OR STORM DOOR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP ONE 

 

Wash door and steel frame with a mild non-abrasive soap and soft cloth. 

 

 

STEP TWO 

 

Rinse door and frame with water and dry with chamois, making sure there are no water spots.  

 

 

STEP  THREE 

 

Apply a good car wax as directed by wax manufacturer. Use a wax that is recommended to be done no 

more than twice per year. 
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